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Dodge Ram 1500 

 
Big, bad, and tough. That's how I would describe the overshadowing sentiment of our 

American made trucks and how it has been since it’s birth. The automobile industry in our great 

nation  has become apart of the American culture since the birth of it in 1893.  The industry has 

provided us jobs and the great freedoms of the road for over 110 years now, and the blistering 

growth of innovation in  technology has rendered huge perks on our automobiles throughout the 

years. From self driving cars to vehicles that can be powered by sunlight, our automobile 

industry in its constant innovative flux has been nothing short of astonishing. With all of these 

accomplishments in mind, we can all be proud of our country for the great performances we have 

made in this industry. Seeing the  benefits and impacts that have been noticed throughout the 

entire world can truly  evoke sincere and prideful nationalism. But there is one peculiar thing 

about our automobile industry that has differentiated us from the rest of the world thus far. It is 

our American made trucks. Our trucks designs, technology, strength, and fuel efficiency have 

been in a continuous molding cycle over the past 100 years in attempts to reach absolute 

perfection. Even the competition between the titans of truck production is something unique to 

our country as these bigwig auto companies have been clashing head to head over the past 75 

years to obliterate each other and  dominate the market by constant inconceivable-like 

modernizations to their various exclusive truck types. There has been one truck that has stood out 

from the rest though, the classic yet state of the art Dodge Ram 1500 is and has been one of the 
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original focal points of the American trucking culture and truly embodies  what the “American 

made” dignity is all about.  

At first glance, this classic truck just protrudes toughness and vigor. From the sleek 

polish on the shiny surface to the  bold, intimidating grill in the front, the Dodge Ram 1500 

embodies the bona fide grit of the American Spirit. This Dodge truck is the smallest in size of 

their Ram series, but don't let this statement fool you into thinking this powerhouse truck is this 

feeble and fragile truck that you buy for your kid when he turns 16. No, this unforgiving  beast 

carries a 3.6 liter V6 engine under the hood and makes 305 horsepower and 269 feet of torque 

seem like a breeze. When I first turned the key to start this truck I could not help but become 

flushed with exhilaration and brutally intense adrenaline as I  heard this engine roar. It sounded 

as if I had just started the engine to an F-16 fighter jet getting ready to takeoff for war. The 

feeling of empowerment just proceeded to run through my veins  as this loud yet harmonious 

sounding engine roared throughout my ear drums. It was a memorable experience, one that I will 

never forget. The feeling of liberation as I placed my hands on the steering wheel sparked like a 

lightning bolt striking a tree all throughout my body. This was truly a unique experience in of 

itself not even including the other luxurious qualities the Ram 1500 has to offer. 

 The interior of the truck, to my surprise, was opulent yet still brought out the brute blue 

collar radiant affection which every truck should have. The interior, primarily covered by  fine 

American made leather, can consists of many different shades and colors: ranging from black to 

white and even a dark shade of red. The leather is of state of the art quality and provides you 

with  a very comfortable and enjoyable experience for a relaxing drive.  The fine leather smell 

emcompasses the entirty of the inside giving the truck another bonus to the brute and grittiness 
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characteristics that embody the true toughness of this truck as a whole. Fitting 5 comfortably, the 

exceptional room for all seating in the cab makes it a great vehicle to take on a family trip as 

well. The vehicle comes with a state of the art infotainment system which entails a  GPS system, 

Auxiliary functions, and bluetooth to say a few, making your daily commutes very convivial. 

The sound system was absolutely remarkable. For a person who cannot drive without listening to 

his or her favorite station or playlist, the standard sound system provides a  melodious and sweet 

sounding quality with just the right amount of bass to make the musical utterance exemplary.  

With all of these fantastic perks the 1500 posses, you would think that there has to be 

some catch, some sort of negative quality to it. With most cases this deficiency that you're 

waiting to hear comes from the drive in and of itself. Most trucks, in comparison to small 

vehicles, are much more rough and choppy when running on the roads. Shockingly, this wasn’t 

the case for the Ram. The driving experience is smooth, relaxing, and gives you the satisfaction 

of all the other amusing qualities without the intrusive and disturbing movement of the truck 

reacting to every bump and bend in the road. This is the case with most trucks most trucks now a 

days, driving on roads, especially old roads that are not very well taken care of can be a very 

bumpy and shaky drive. For some trucks it feels like you absorb the impact  when you hit every 

single bump or crack in the road. This is what makes the Dodge Ram 1500 a diamond in the 

rough for their industry. This skillful  feature of a perfectly crafted balance between power and 

comfort  is one of the essential basis  for why the Ram stands out.  With the power and brute this 

truck possesses and its ability to drive relatively smoothly make it a great selection, especially 

for long drawn out drives. There is one critique worth discussing about the Ram 1500 though. 

The fuel efficiency for this vehicle is subpar. Only recieving 21 miles per the gallon in the city 



and 29 on the highway this truck can be somewhat of a burden if you have long commutes as it 

will burn a hole in your wallet with gas. But the trucks aesthetic beauty coupled with its startling 

superb comfort outweighs this costly deficiency as you will find out  if you ever get the chance 

to experience one of a kind unique beasts. 

 The American identity signifies this discrete character of brute force, strength, 

grittiness,  and arduous blue collar toil. We were built on this identity; this message that we have 

been relaying to the next generations continuously for years that we work, get our hands dirty, 

and fight with ruthless force if need be. This is what shaped our country to become what it has 

become today. The Dodge ram 1500 has beautifully signified this premise without  relinquishing 

any aspects of comfort and style. This is what makes the vehicle such an extravagant rarity and 

symbolic treasure. Men and women all over, looking for a truck no matter what the purpose is: 

from hauling large equipment to looking for a vehicle they can show off to the guys and girls at 

work, or for those just looking for a family vehicle to travel in, should consider this  immaculate 

versatile truck. Owning this truck will truly radiate joy and fascination in yourself when you find 

out the wonders this truck has to offer. I encourage you to see the truly authentic symbolism this 

truck carries, as it has made a lasting impression on me and will make a lasting impression on 

you too.  
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Review Rules: 

Quick summary:  The authors provides a quick summary to sum up the car as a whole. In their 

summaries the authors explains various features and upgrades that were not available to the 

previous edition of the vehicle. The authors also provides editions that if you'd like, could add on 

to the car. The syntax and diction of the articles as a whole is somewhat bland, but does provide 

some imagery when the authors describes various accessories of the car that make the vehicle 

stand out.  

Description of interior: the authors takes an entire section of the review to just focus solely on 

the interior of the vehicle as well as  the improvements that have been made since last year's 

models and the new upgrades in technology that has been displayed in the cars. They provide in 

depth detail for specific elements of the vehicles that would appeal to the audience and then link 

the  elements descriptions to to the benefits that they could provide you if you so choose to buy 

the car.  

Whats under the Hood: when the authors were describing this section of their reviews, they 

were a few key components that all of them had in their reviews. One of which was the 

horsepower of the vehicle, and if the vehicle was categorized as a sports car or a fast and 

powerful car in general they would further describe torque, top speed, acceleration, etc. another 

main section they would bring up was fuel efficiency and awards the vehicle has gotten for their 

fuel efficiency. 

How it drives: this part of the articles would provide their opinion of how the vehicle drove and 

then sometimes compare and contrast it to how other similar vehicles drive. In a few cases there 

would be personal experience descriptions as well. 



Overall personal opinion: This section would mainly be at the end or towards the end of the 

review and describe what they thought of the vehicle as a whole.  

 


